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Abstract
This paper examines �scal policy without commitment and
the e¤ects of bailout loans. We apply a simple closed econ-
omy model with distortionary taxation, where the govern-
ment decides discretionary between full debt repayment or
costly default. The government tends to overborrow due
to myopia, which aggravates welfare losses originating from
the lack of commitment and provides a rationale to con-
strain sovereign borrowing. We consider bailout loans that
are o¤ered at a favorable price and conditional upon min-
imum primary surpluses. While the government�s willing-
ness to accept these o¤ers decreases with the tightness of
the �scal constraint, we �nd that household welfare can be
enhanced under su¢ ciently large minimum surplus. Yet,
under welfare-enhancing bailout o¤ers overborrowing is not
resolved as the average stock of public debt tends to increase.
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1 Introduction

In the aftermath of the subprime crisis, several industrialized countries have experienced a

dramatic worsening of the �scal stance, i.e. high public de�cits and debt-to-GDP ratios. As a

consequence, sovereign default risk, which has previously been viewed as particularly relevant

for less developed countries and emerging market economies, has become a serious issue for

industrialized countries as well. These countries are traditionally characterized by larger

shares of domestically held public debt (see Reinhart and Rogo¤, 2011), while expectations

of public sector default are largely based on the reluctance of governments to su¢ ciently lower

de�cits or to increase surpluses. Given that increasing costs of borrowing tend to aggravate

this problem, bailout loans at favorable terms and conditional upon �scal consolidation plans

have recently been o¤ered to members of the European Monetary Union (EMU). Since Fall

2012, these types of bailout loans are supplied by the European Stability Mechanism, a

�nancial institution which is funded by the majority of members of the EMU. In this paper,

we examine the e¤ects of this type of bailout mechanism, i.e. bailout loans at a favorable

price and conditional upon �scal constraints, focussing on the following questions:

i:) When are governments willing to accept conditional bailout loans?

ii:) Can a self-�nanced bailout mechanism enhance welfare?

iii:) How does the existence of a bailout mechanism a¤ect sovereign borrowing?

To address these questions, we apply a closed economy model with a government that lacks

commitment, when raising distortionary taxes, purchasing goods, and borrowing in terms of

non-state contingent debt. To account for debt accumulation, we further consider myopia as

an additional friction that causes governments to overborrow,3 since lack of commitment alone

is known not to be su¢ cient to explain accumulation of public debt (see Derbotoli and Nunes,

2012). The government further discretely decides between full debt repayment or costly

default on domestically held outstanding debt. It thereby faces a trade-o¤between defaulting,

which allows to avoid welfare-reducing tax increases or spending cuts, and repaying debt to

avoid costs of default, which are modelled as deadweight resource losses (like in Cole and

Kehoe, 2000, or Arellano, 2008).4 In contrast to the majority of studies on sovereign default,

3Speci�cally, we follow Grossman and van Huyck (1988) and assume that the government discounts future
periods at a higher rate than society does, for example, due to the possibility of not staying in o¢ ce forever.

4This trade-o¤ is typically negleted in the voluminous literature on sovereign default. Most contributions
to this literature follow Eaton and Gersovitz (1981), where �scal policy is not explicitely modelled when the
government might default on foreign debt (see e.g. Aguiar and Gopinath, 2006, or Arellano, 2008). Exceptions
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we do not consider foreign lending, such that gains of default arise here mainly by allowing

to reduce distortionary taxes or/and to raise utility providing government consumption.5

Under su¢ ciently large default costs, sovereign default will however be welfare-reducing in

this framework. Lack of commitment and myopia are then responsible for a non-zero default

probability, which provides a rationale for introducing the bailout mechanism.

Fiscal policy in the basic framework without bailout loans can be summarized as follows.

The government neither commits itself to a tax/spending plan nor to repay debt. When de-

fault costs are prohibitively high, it never decides to default. If the government were not

myopic, the time consistent �scal policy would then be optimal, i.e. it would be identical

to the �scal policy plan under full commitment.6 Under non-prohibitive default costs, lack

of commitment a¤ects the government�s choices and the default option becomes favorable in

adverse states, i.e. when outstanding debt is high and income is low. Myopia then enlarges

the set of states where the government favors default over debt repayment. Investors inter-

nalize the government�s default incentives such that the price of government bonds becomes

debt elastic. When the state of the economy worsens and public debt increases, the costs of

borrowing increase, such that the government optimally relies on raising taxes and/or reduc-

ing expenditures to balance the budget. As it trades o¤ the costs of increasing surpluses and

the costs of default, it decides to default when the state becomes adverse.

This framework is employed to assess the e¤ects of bailout loans that are o¤ered at

a favorable price and conditional upon a minimum primary surplus (or maximum primary

de�cit) by an institution, which is independent of the government and �nanced by households

paying a lump-sum fee. This institution, which we call the bailout fund, is assumed not to

dispose of a superior enforcement technology such that bailout loans are also subject to

default risk. The answers to the above-mentioned questions are as follows: i:) We �nd that

the government�s willingness to accept the bailout o¤er decreases with the tightness of the

�scal constraint. ii:) We show that conditional bailout loans can enhance welfare, such that

they are voluntarily supported by households. In particular, bailout o¤ers can be welfare-

enhancing if the �scal constraint is not too tight, i.e. for su¢ ciently large minimum surpluses.

Yet, welfare is in general not monotonically increasing with minimum surpluses (for example,

we �nd that welfare can decrease for loose �scal constraints and less impatient governments).

are Cole and Kehoe (2000) and Cuadra et al. (2010), where �scal instruments are considered for the analysis
of sovereign default in small open economies.

5Defaulting on non-state contingent debt can further enhance welfare by making debt repayment contingent
on the state (see Klaus and Grill, 2012).

6This equivalence relies on the assumption that the utility function is quasi-linear (as in Cole and Kehoe,
2000), which further facilitates the analysis of discretionary policy, since it implies risk-neutral investors.
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iii:) Under the bailout mechanism, we �nd that the average level of public debt increases for

all cases under consideration. The reason is that the existence of bailout o¤ers tends to reduce

the mean default risk premium on public debt in the �rst place, which makes borrowing for

governments more attractive.

The paper builds on the literature on optimal �scal policy in a closed economy, for ex-

ample, focussing on non-state contingent debt (see e.g. Aiyagari et al., 2002) or lack of com-

mitment (e.g. Derbotoli and Nunes 2013). Our paper is further related to several studies on

sovereign default in small open economies. Adam and Grill (2011) examine sovereign default

when the borrower acts under full commitment and show that default can be optimal under

large (disaster) shocks or su¢ ciently high debt positions. Boz (2011) examines how emerging

market sovereign borrowers decide between private loans and loans from international �nan-

cial institutions (IFIs), which are characterized by a superior repayment enforcement. Our

paper further shares an explicit speci�cation of �scal instruments with Cuadra et al. (2010),

who show that a government in a small open economy which acts without commitment ad-

justs consumption taxes and government spending in a procyclical way. Further, Roch and

Uhlig (2012) analyze sunspot shocks in an Arellano-type framework and discuss the e¤ects

of bailout loans that are o¤ered at fundamental prices.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the model. Section

3 describes the choice of an optimizing government and the welfare losses due to the lack of

commitment and myopia. In Section 4 we introduce bailout loans and present results under

bailout o¤ers. Section 5 concludes.

2 The model

In this section, we describe a closed economy model with endogenous production. Households

consume, supply working time, and invest in non-state contingent government bonds. The

government raises labor income taxes and purchases goods, while it lacks commitment. Debt

repayment is modelled as a discrete choice, i.e. public debt is either fully repaid or not at

all, where default is assumed to be associated with resource losses, as in Cole and Kehoe

(2000) or Arellano (2008). A bailout fund is further assumed to o¤er loans at a favorable

price, conditional upon repayment of outstanding debt and on a minimum primary surplus

(maximum primary de�cit).

2.1 Private sector

There exists a continuum of in�nitely lived and identical households of mass one. Their utility

is increasing in consumption ct and government expenditures gt, and decreasing in working
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time lt. The objective of a representative household is given by

E
1X
t=0

�tu (ct; gt; lt) ; with � 2 (0; 1), (1)

where E denotes the expectations operator based on information at the beginning of period 0

and � denotes the discount factor. The utility function u is twice continuously di¤erentiable

in consumption ct, government spending gt, and working time lt, and satis�es uc > 0, ucc � 0,
ug > 0, ug < 0, ul < 0 and ull < 0.

Households can invest in government bonds bht and borrow/lend by issuing/buying one-

period non-state contingent bonds brft . We assume that households fully commit to repay

debt. In period t, household debt is issued at the price 1=Rrft and delivers one unit of

the consumption good in period t + 1, such that Rrft is the risk free rate, which serves as a

benchmark to measure the default risk premium on public debt. Government debt is issued at

the price 1=Rt, while the government does not commit to repay one unit of the consumption

good in period t + 1. Labor income is taxed at a rate � t 2 (0; 1). The ex-post budget

constraint reads

ct +
�
bht =Rt

�
+ (brft =R

rf
t ) � (1� � t)wtlt + ptbht�1 + b

rf
t�1 +�t � f bt ; (2)

where �t denotes �rms� pro�ts, wt the wage rate, and f bt � 0 a lump-sum fee paid to

the bailout fund (see 2.2). Note that pt indicates whether the government fully repays

its outstanding debt, pt = 1; or defaults in period t, pt = 0. Households rationally take

into account the possibility of default, where expectations about the repayment probability

Et (1� �t+1) � 0 depend on the government behavior. Households maximize (1) subject

to (2), a no-Ponzi game condition, limt!1(b
rf
t =R

rf
t )
Qt
i=1 1=R

rf
t�i � 0, and bht � 0. The

households��rst order conditions are given by

�ul(ct; gt; lt) = uc(ct; gt; lt) (1� � t)wt; (3)

uc(ct; gt; lt) =Rt�Et [(1� �t+1)uc(ct+1; gt+1; lt+1)] ; (4)

uc(ct; gt; lt) =R
rf
t �Etuc(ct+1; gt+1; lt+1); (5)

and the transversality conditions for privately issued bonds, limt!1E(brft =R
rf
t )
Qt
i=1 1=R

rf
i�1 =

0; and government bonds, limt!1E(bht =Rt)
Qt
i=1 1=R

rf
i�1 = 0.

The �nal good yt is produced by identical and in�nitely many �rms of mass one and

is purchased by households and the government for consumption only. Firms are perfectly
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competitive and their production technology is given by

yt = �(at; pt) f(lt); (6)

where at is a stochastic productivity level satisfying at 2 � and �(at+1jat) are the transition
probabilities. The productivity factor �t is weakly increasing in at and is adversely a¤ected

when the government decides to default in period t, pt = 0. Speci�cally, we assume that

� (ai;t; 0) � � (ai;t; 1) for any productivity level ai;t 2 �, such that default triggers temporary
resource losses, like in Cole and Kehoe (2000) or Arellano (2008). The speci�cation of default

losses in terms of the productivity factor � (at; pt) can be viewed as a short-cut of modelling

the adverse e¤ects of sovereign default on �nancial intermediation, which seems to be the main

source of costs that deter sovereign borrowers from defaulting (see, for example, Panizza et

al., 2009). For the quantitative analysis (see section 4.2), we follow Arellano (2008) and

consider a cost speci�cation which implies that default is associated with relatively higher

resource losses in otherwise favorable states. Firms maximize pro�ts taking prices as given

and subject to (6), such that labor demand satis�es wt = �(at; pt) f 0(lt).

2.2 The bailout fund

We consider an independent institution which provides credit to the sovereign borrower in

cases where the government is otherwise willing to default. This institution is modelled to

account for some main features of the European Stability Mechanism (ESM). Speci�cally,

we assume that it is organized as a fund �nanced by households, which can further raise

revenues by issuing one-period non-state contingent bonds. In contrast to the government,

the fund o¤ers bailout loans to the government conditional upon debt repayment and a �scal

constraint. We specify the fund as if it is voluntarily supported by society: Households

once and for all decide to support the fund depending on whether the implemented bailout

mechanism is welfare enhancing or not. If the plan of the bailout fund indeed turns out to

be welfare-enhancing, households authorize the fund to raise lump-sum fees, for example, in

the initial period as seed capital, exactly to the amount required to �nance the bailout loans.

We implicitly assume that the bailout fund can commit to this mechanism.

A bailout loan consists of a one-period loan bbt o¤ered at a favorable price conditional

upon repayment of previous debt (pt = 1) and conditional upon a constraint on current �scal

choices that is intended to increase the likelihood of repayment and to induce lower future

sovereign debt levels. To give a preview, the conditional bailout loan is in principle suited

to address two main frictions. Overborrowing induced by the government�s myopia can be
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restrained by imposing the �scal constraint and the adverse e¤ect of the lack of commitment

on bond prices can be reduced by o¤ering a more favorable price.

We do not examine an optimal bailout loan, since this requires to be explicit about the

objective of the fund. While it would be obvious to consider that it aims at maximizing

household welfare, the goals of institutions that provide bailout loans (like the IMF or the

ESM) rather seem to be the avoidance of default and the reduction of public debt. Instead

of deriving an optimal policy of the fund we consider a simple form, which allows to disclose

parametrically how the terms of the loan a¤ect the government�s willingness to accept the

bailout o¤er and its tendency to default and to accumulate debt. In particular, we assume

that bailout loans are o¤ered at the risk-free price qbt = 1=Rrft and conditional upon not

defaulting on previous debt and on a current surplus st = � tat�l
�
t �gt being su¢ ciently large

compared to the current debt level,

st � 	 � bt; (7)

The parameter 	 > 0, which is set by the bailout fund, governs the strength of the �scal

constraint and will be varied in the numerical analysis (see Section 4.3) to disclose when the

government is actually willing to accept the bailout loan and how the conditionality a¤ects

household welfare. The �scal constraint (7) implies that the government is neither forced

to implement a speci�c spending plan nor does the bailout impose a particular level (or

increase) of the tax rate. The government is still free to optimally choose these instruments

while satisfying the constraint on the current primary surplus (7). It should be noted that the

bailout mechanism does not require the government to commit to future surpluses and that

the bailout fund is not endowed with a speci�c enforcement technology. Hence, repayment of

the bailout loan is not guaranteed and depends on the government�s decision to repay debt

in the subsequent period. The budget constraint of the bailout fund is thus given by

qbt b
b
t � ptbbt�1 = (b

rf
t =R

rf
t )� b

rf
t�1 + f

b
t :

The bailout loan (qbt ,	) is in general inconsistent with an individually rational behavior of a

price-taking investor. According to the optimal investment choice, an investor should only

be willing to o¤er a loan at the price 1=Rrft if full repayment is guaranteed. In particular,

a risk-free loan is only consistent with individual rationality if the constraint (7) with 	�

leads to a new debt level b�t that induces the government to voluntarily decide to repay debt

in the subsequent period in all stochastic states of the world. Hence, choosing taxes and

government expenditures, � t and gt, in a way that end-of-period debt equals b�t can already

be realized by borrowing from households, implying that a bailout o¤er (qbt ;	
�) would neither
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a¤ect the government choice nor the equilibrium outcome. To provide a non-trivial analysis,

we therefore consider bailout loans with a �scal constraint (7) that induces a loan size larger

than b�t .

2.3 The government

The government purchases the amount gt of the �nal good, raises labor income taxes, and is-

sues non-state contingent one-period bonds. We assume that the government cannot credibly

commitment to its future policy actions. In contrast to Krusell et al. (2005) and Derbotoli

and Nunes (2013), who also examine �scal policy when the government cannot commit to a

taxation and spending plan, we do not assume that the government can nevertheless commit

to repay debt. Instead, we assume that does not guarantee debt repayment and consider

the default decision as a discrete choice, like in the literature on sovereign default (see Eaton

and Gersovitz, 1981, or Arellano, 2008).7 The government thus acts on a period by period

basis by choosing the amount of goods purchases, the tax rate, and whether to fully default

on its debt or not. It thereby treats loans from households and from the bailout fund in an

identical way. We assume that in each period the government aims at maximizing the sum

of discounted household utility over an in�nite horizon

Vt = maxEt

1X
k=0

e�ku (ct+k; gt+k; lt+k) ; (8)

while its particular objective might di¤er from (1) by the government discount factor e� 2
(0; 1). Speci�cally, we allow for the case where the government discounts future periods at a

higher rate than society does (see Grossmann and van Huyck, 1998):

e� � �:

When e� < �, the government acts in an myopic way, which can be rationalized by assuming

that the government faces a constant probability of being in o¢ ce � 2 (0; 1) where e� = ��.

According to this interpretation, the government�s time horizon ends with its term in o¢ ce,

where 1= (1� �) measures the expected incumbency.8 When the government is myopic,e� < �, it will tend to overborrow, i.e. government indebtedness will tend to be larger than

for e� = �. Hence, lack of commitment and myopia provide two sources of ine¢ ciency that

originate in the government�s behavior.

7An exception is the analysis of Adam and Grill (2012), who examine continous default decisions under
commitment.

8Note that this relates to Arellano�s (2008) assumption that the inverse of the domestic country�s discount
factor di¤ers from the world interest rate.
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Following the literature on sovereign default, the government�s default decision is assumed

to include no new debt issuance in the same period. Hence, in each period the government

trades o¤ to repay outstanding debt (pt = 1) and to issue new debt, which implies raising

su¢ ciently large surpluses, or to fully default on outstanding debt (pt = 0) and not to borrow

in the same period, implying zero primary surpluses. We can summarize the government�s

budget constraint as

pt � [(bt=Rt)� bt�1] = �st, where pt 2 f0; 1g : (9)

where public debt bt is either held by households bt = bht or by the bailout fund bt = bbt

if the government accepts the conditional bailout loan. Subsequent to a period where the

government has defaulted, it will regain access to credit, which di¤ers from the assumptions

of permanent or temporary autarky that are typically made in the literature on sovereign

default in small open economies (see Eaton and Gersovitz, 1981, or Arellano, 2008), such

that direct costs of default are only due to resource costs modelled according to (6). This

assumption, which we view as more suited for a closed economy set-up, facilitates the welfare

analysis of sovereign default.

To account for the property that the government�s maximization problem consists of

a discrete choice, we introduce V c
t as the maximum value under full repayment of debt

(regardless whether it is held by households or the bailout fund), V d
t as the maximum value

under default, and V b
t the maximum value when the government accepts the bailout loan.

Then, the discrete default choice of the optimizing government is given by

pt =

8<:1 if V d
t � minfV c

t ; V
b
t g

0 if V d
t > maxfV c

t ; V
b
t g

; (10)

The government�s choice will be characterized by the maximum achievable value Vt :

V (bt�1; at) = maxfV c(bt�1; at); V
d(at); V

b(bt�1; at)g: (11)

When the government decides to accept a bailout loan, V b
t > maxfV c

t ; V
d
t g, it has to choose

taxes and spending to satisfy (7) which �together with the government budget constraint,

qbt b
b
t + st = bt�1, implies the end-of-period stock of debt to equal bbt � �tbt�1, where

�t = 1=
�
	+ qbt

�
) is the borrowing ratio that relates the maximum amount of new debt

the government is allowed to issue under the conditional bailout program to the level of ini-

tially outstanding debt. To give a preview, under all parameterizations under considerations

the �scal constraint is found to hold with equality, bbt = �tbt�1.
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2.4 Equilibrium

We are interested in analyzing Markov-Perfect equilibria, where expectations of private agents

and the behavior of the optimizing government are consistent and where the government

moves �rst in each period. The state of the economy can be summarized by the beginning-of-

period stock of government bonds bt�1 and the exogenous productivity level at. Let �d(bt�1)

be the set of values for the exogenous state at, where the government prefers to default

compared to bailout or full repayment, z(bt�1) the set of values for the exogenous state at
for which the government prefers to accept the bailout loan, and �(bt�1) the set of values for

the exogenous state at where the government prefers to fully repay debt:

�(bt�1) =
n
at 2 � : V d(at) > maxfV b(at; bt�1); V

c(at; bt�1)g
o
; (12)

z(bt�1) =
n
at 2 � : V b(at; bt�1) > maxfV d(at); V

c(at; bt�1)g
o
;

�(bt�1) =
n
at 2 � : V c(at; bt�1) > maxfV d(at); V

b(at; bt�1)g
o
:

The expected default rate is thus given by Et�t+1 =
P

at+12�(bt) �(at+1jat). Let further

qt denote the period t price of government bonds, which is either equals 1=Rt if the gov-

ernment borrows from households or qbt = 1=Rrft if it accepts a conditional bailout loan,

qt 2 f1=Rt; 1=Rrft g. Using that goods and asset markets clear, yt = ct+ gt, the private sector

equilibrium behavior can then be summarized as follows:

�ul(ct; gt; lt) =� (at; pt) f 0(lt)uc(ct; gt; lt) (1� � t) ; (13)

qtuc(ct; gt; lt) = �Et [(1� �t+1)uc(ct+1; gt+1; lt+1)] ; (14)

ct + gt=� (at; pt) f(lt); (15)

Et (1� �t+1) = 1�
X

at+12�(bt)
�(at+1jat); (16)

and the transversality condition for privately held government bonds. As described in Section

2.2, we specify the behavior of the bailout fund in an exogenous way. It o¤ers loans only if

the government favors defaulting to repaying outstanding debt V d(at) > V c(at; bt�1), while

the price of the bailout loan is set equal to the risk-free price and 	 is varied over a wide

range of values. The government has to satisfy

gt � � t� (at; pt) f 0(lt)lt =

8<:qtbt � bt�1 8at 2 �(bt�1) [z(bt�1)0 8at 2 �(bt�1)
; (17)
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where bt = bht or bt = bbt if it accepts the bailout loan. As described above, the government

aims at maximizing its objective (see 8) by choosing � t; gt; and bt on a period by period basis.

The choice for these instruments further depends on the government�s discrete choice to repay

debt, to default, or to accept the bailout loans, which is associated with the values V c(bt�1; at),

V d(at), or V b(bt�1; at). The government choice thus leads to V (bt�1; at) as described in (8)

and (11). For the full repayment case, the optimal government choice satis�es pt = 1 and

V c(bt�1; at) = max
ct;lt;� t;gt;bt

8<:u (ct; gt; lt) + e�X
at+1

V (bt; at+1)�(at+1jat)

9=; (18)

s.t. (13)-(16), and gt � � t� (at; 1) f 0(lt)lt = qtbt � bt�1:

In the default case, pt = 0, the government cannot borrow in period t, bt = 0, while it regains

access to the credit market in period t+ 1. Hence, its problem can be written as

V d(at) = max
ct;lt;� t;gt

8<:u (ct; gt; lt) + e�X
at+1

V (0; at+1)�(at+1jat)

9=; (19)

s.t. (13), (15), and gt = � t� (at; 0) f
0(lt)lt;

where the continuation value accounts for access to the credit market subsequent to the

default period. The government�s problem under bailout loans can be summarized as

V b(bt�1; at) = max
ct;lt;� t;gt

8<:u (ct; gt; lt) + e�X
at+1

V (bt�1= (	 + �) ; at+1)�(at+1jat)

9=; ; (20)

s.t. (13), (15), and � tat�l�t � gt = bt�1=(1 + q
b
t=	);

where qbt and 	 are taken as given. The maximum value V (bt�1; at) is then given by (11).

Notably, the government takes the bailout option fully into account, regardless of previous

default or bailout decisions. An equilibrium can then be de�ned as follows:

De�nition 1 A Markov perfect equilibrium under conditional bailout loans is a set of pol-
icy functions ct = c(bt�1; at), lt = l(bt�1; at), qt = q(bt�1; at); bt = b(bt�1; at); � t = �(bt�1; at);
gt = g(bt�1; at), Et�t+1 = �(bt�1; at), a discrete decision pt = d(bt�1; at), as well as V (bt�1; at);
V d(at); V

c(bt�1; at), and V b(bt�1; at) satisfying (11), (13)-(17), (18), (19), and (20).

3 Fiscal policy choices

In this section, we examine the problem of the government acting without commitment.

We demonstrate how default and myopia alter the government�s choice and show that both

tend to reduce household welfare, which provides a rationale for the bailout mechanism. We
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describe the behavior of the government, with a particular focus on the case where default

costs are prohibitively high.

We show that for quasi-linear preference, i.e. ucc = 0, and with a non-myopic government,

the allocation is identical to an optimal �scal policy chosen by a government acting under

commitment (the latter is examined in Appendix A), which implies that lack of commitment

per se does not lead to a suboptimal policy in this framework. Under quasi-linear preferences,

lack of commitment leads to a policy that di¤ers from the policy under commitment only if

there exists a relevant default option, i.e. if default costs are not prohibitively high. For the

subsequent numerical analysis we therefore assume that ucc = 0, where optimal �scal policy

serves as the natural starting point and welfare losses are solely due to the default option

and myopia. It should be noted that the assumption of risk-neutral investors is shared by

the majority of studies on sovereign default, while a quasi-linear utility function of domestic

households is also applied in Cole and Kehoe�s (2000) analysis of sovereign default.

Consider the general case where ucc � 0. Under full debt repayment, the government

problem is summarized by (18). By eliminating consumption and the bond price, it su¢ ces

to examine the government�s choices of the tax rate, expenditures, working time, and end-of

period debt. The �rst order conditions are then given by

�t�tf
0(lt) = t�tf

0(lt)lt (21)

uc;tt = ug;t + ucc;t�t
�
ul;t=u

2
c;t

�
+
�
ucc;tt

�
bt=u

2
c;t

�
�Et((1� �t+1)uc;t+1)

�
(22)

uc;t�tf
0
t + ul;t + �t (ull;t=uc;t) + �t (1� � t) �tf 00(lt) + t� t�t

�
f 0(lt) + f

00(lt)lt
�

(23)

= ucc;t�t�tf
0
t

�
ul;t=u

2
c;t

�
+
�
ucc;tt�tf

0
t

�
bt=u

2
c;t

�
�Et ((1� �t+1)uc;t+1)

�
where �t = �(at; 1) and Et (1� �t+1) = 1 �

P
at+12�(bt) �(at+1jat) and �t and t de-

note the multipliers for the constraints ul;t= [uc;t (�tf(lt)� gt)] + (1� � t) �tf 0(lt) = 0 and

� t�tf
0(lt)lt� gt+ �Et [(1��t+1)uc;t+1(�t+1f(lt+1)�gt+1)]uc;t(�tf(lt)�gt) bt = bt�1. The government�s decision sat-

is�es the conditions (21)-(23) as well as an optimal choice for newly issued debt bt, where the

government accounts for the equilibrium impact of bt on the expected repayment rate and on

the households�consumption decision in the subsequent period.

For the case where the government decides to default, the government�s problem is given

by (19). The �rst order conditions for the government�s choice of the tax rate, expenditures,

and working time are then identical to (21)-(23), expect for �t = � (at; 0) and for the terms

in the square brackets in (22) and (23), which account for the policy impact on the bond price

and vanish under the default choice, pt = 0. It should further be noted that the government�s

�rst order conditions under repayment and default are identical if the marginal utility of

12



consumption is constant, ucc;t = 0.

When the government favors a bailout, it has to satisfy two conditions to actually get the

bailout loan at the favorable price qbt . First, it has repay previous debt (pt = 0) and, second,

it has to raise surpluses in the current period in accordance with the constraint (7). Given

that end of period debt then has to satisfy bbt � �bt�1, which will hold with equality, the tax

and spending choices are restricted by � tat�l�t � gt = bt�1=
�
1 + qbt=	

�
, while the �rst order

conditions with regard to the tax rate and government expenditures are again given by (21)

and (22), where bt = bbt .

Now suppose that default costs are prohibitively high, � (at; 0)! 0. Then, default leads to

a situation where no resources are available for private and public consumption, which implies

V d(bt�1; at)! �1 (see 19)). Hence, the government never opts in favor of default and pays

back debt in all states, such that the default set is empty �(bt�1) = ?. Given that the default

probability then equals zero, the price of debt qt equals the inverse of the risk-free rate 1=R
rf
t

(see 4 and 5). This case therefore corresponds to a �scal policy without commitment and

without myopia, where debt is repaid in all states, as for example analyzed in Krusell et

al. (2006) or Debortoli and Nunes (2013). The government�s choice for newly issued debt

can then be described by a �rst order condition � (at; 0) ! 0 : t[qt + �Et(
ucc;t+1
uc;t

@ct+1
@bt

)bt] =e�Ett+1;where the derivative @ct+1=@bt accounts for the impact of debt issued in period t on
the consumption decision of households in period t + 1. As shown by Debortoli and Nunes

(2013) for e� = � in a closely related environment, public debt then converges to a mean

level of zero. To account for public debt accumulation and to allow for a reasonable role of

conditional bailouts, we therefore focus � for the quantitative analysis �on the case where

the government acts in a myopic way, i.e. e� < �, which tends to increase public borrowing

(since the market price 1=Rt exceeds the government�s marginal valuation of debt).

The case of a non-myopic government provides a useful benchmark for the subsequent

welfare analysis. In particular, considering the case of non-myopic government behavior allows

us to investigate how defaults and myopia lead to welfare losses compared to an optimal policy.

It can be shown that the government�s choice under lack of commitment is identical to the

case of full commitment (see Appendix A), when the utility function is quasi-linear, ucc = 0.

For this speci�cation, there is no justi�cation for bailout loans or �scal constraints when the

default option is irrelevant and when the government is not myopic, since �scal policy is then

conducted in an optimal way. This property is summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 1 Suppose that default costs are prohibitively high such that the default set is
empty �(bt�1) = ? and that the government is non-myopic, e� = �. The allocation under a
�scal policy without commitment is identical to the optimal allocation under commitment if

13



the utility function satis�es ucc = 0.

Proof. See appendix A

If the marginal utility of consumption is constant, ucc = 0, the government�s �rst order con-

dition for debt issuance reduces �for e� = � �to tqt = �Ett+1. Together with (4), which

reduces to qt = � for �(bt�1) = ?, the latter implies the well-known near random-walk prop-

erty of �scal policy under commitment and non-state contingent debt, t = Ett+1. Under

ucc = 0, the remaining government choices under commitment and without commitment are

also identical, as shown in the proof of proposition 1. The assumption of quasi-linearity thus

allows isolating the welfare-reducing e¤ects of defaults and myopia from potential welfare

losses from lack of commitment per se.

When default costs are not prohibitively high, the default set might be non-empty,

�(bt�1) 6= ?. Then, the price of government bonds will in general be a function of pub-

lic debt, i.e. @qt=@bt 6= 0, even if ucc;t = 0. It should be noted that government bonds

become (at least partially) state contingent under default, which can potentially lead to wel-

fare gains compared to the case where debt is fully repaid and non-state contingent.9 For

the remainder of the analysis, we consider default costs that are su¢ ciently large, such that

the associated welfare losses exceed the welfare gains due to the default-induced state con-

tingency of government bonds. This scenario then provides a framework that leaves room for

welfare improvements via conditional bailout loans (as speci�ed above), which can in princi-

ple address both sources of welfare losses, i.e. the default option and myopia, by o¤ering a

favorable price (qb) conditional upon a �scal constraint (	) (7).

4 Results

This section presents the quantitative results. The �rst part presents the functional forms for

preferences and technology as well as the parametrization of the model. In the second part

of this section, we describe how government choices, the equilibrium allocation, and bond

prices change with the state of the economy for a benchmark version of the model where

no bailout is o¤ered. We further present welfare computations for di¤erent parametrization

of the benchmark version, which con�rm that default and myopia are welfare reducing. In

the third part, we introduce conditional bailout o¤ers and compute main statistics of model

simulations for �scal constraints (7) that di¤er with regard to the parameter 	 (or �), which

governs the tightness of the constraint.

9Adam and Grill (2011) show that these welfare gains can be dominated by default costs even if the latter
are relatively small.
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4.1 Functional forms and calibration

Given that the government faces a discrete choice (to repay debt or to default), the model

is solved numerically applying value function iteration. Technical details can be found in

Appendix C. We introduce the following speci�cations for the household preferences ut, for

the default costs �t, and the production technology yt = �tf(lt):

u (ct; gt; lt) = ct + [(g
1��
t � 1)=(1� �)]� #l1+�t =(1 + �); (24)

�t=

8<: at 8at 2 �(bt�1) [z(bt�1)
h(at) < at 8at 2 �(bt�1)

: (25)

f(lt) = l
�
t ; (26)

The utility function is assumed to be quasi-linear and satis�es, ucc;t = 0, such that the results

apply that have been derived in the previous section (see proposition 1). The deterministic

part of the production function (26) is standard, while the impact of stochastic productivity

levels needs some further discussion. According to the speci�cation of the e¤ective produc-

tivity �t (see 25), the productivity level at together with f(lt) determines total output in

states where the government decides to fully repay debt, at 2 �(bt�1). If the government
defaults in a particular state ait 2 �(bt�1)), total output equals h(ait)f(lt), which is less than
aitf(lt). Hence, (25) induces aggregate resource costs of default. We follow Arellano (2008)

and assume that these costs of default are relatively more severe in favorable states. Like in

Arellano (2008), we apply this type of cost structure to induce incentives for the government

to default in less favorable productivity states, which is consistent with empirical evidence

(see Tomz and Wright, 2007).10 Further details on the �scal policy choice for the functional

forms (24)-(26) are given in Appendix B.

Throughout the numerical analysis, we set the technology and preference parameters f�,
�, �, �g to values which are standard in the business cycle literature: � = 2=3, � = 2,

� = 2, and � = 0:99 (implying an annual risk-free rate 4:1%). The remaining parameters

are chosen to match average government shares and output dynamics of a set of European

countries which are highly indebted and for which sovereign default has recently become an

issue. Speci�cally, we consider average statistics for Greece, Italy, Portugal, and Spain. We

set the autocorrelation of productivity to 0:9 and choose the innovation variance �2" such

that the realized standard deviation of HP-�ltered log output from stochastically simulated

model runs conforms with the standard deviation of HP-�ltered log real quarterly GDP for

10 In order to allow for su¢ ciently high costs of default so that default becomes a relatively rare event, we
truncate productivity in default states at the smallest productivity level in the productivity set �.
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the countries that we consider (using an HP-�lter smoothing parameter 1600). The data

is taken from the OECD National Accounts Statistics for the period 1970.I-2011.I and are

seasonally adjusted by the publishing institution. The standard deviations of detrended log

output range from 0.013 to 0.027 with a mean value of 0.019 which we use as a calibration

target for our model.

Using data from Eurostat�s annual national accounts for the sample period 1995 to 2010,

the government share is measured as the ratio of government consumption over GDP (refer-

ring to total government at all federal levels). The average value for the government share

for our sample of countries is about 0.19. This value is applied as a calibration target, which

is associated with an average tax rate under optimal �scal policy that amounts to 0.28. This

endogenous value is comparable to an empirical measure of an average tax rate. When so-

cial security contributions are excluded, the ratio of total tax revenues over GDP amounts

to 0.23 for the group of countries we consider. When taking social security contributions

into account, the empirical �gures are higher. Overall, our model calibration therefore has

realistic implications for both the average government share (which is targeted directly) and

the average tax rate.

The �nal parameter to be speci�ed is the degree of myopia by the government, ~�: Since this

parameter directly impacts on the borrowing behavior of the government it has a direct e¤ect

on the realized default probability in the model. To facilitate comparability to the existing

literature on sovereign default, we choose with ~� = 0:9 a baseline value (which correspond to

an expected incumbency of 11 years) that leads to a default probability of roughly 3%, like in

Arellano (2008). To illustrate the e¤ects of government myopia in the model, we will further

consider the values e� = 0:96 and e� = 0:86 (implying expected incumbencies of 33 and 7.6

years). According to this interpretation, the government�s time horizon ends with its term in

o¢ ce, where 1= (1� �)

4.2 Sovereign default without bailout loans

To see how the bailout mechanism can be rationalized and to disclose the underlying decisions

of the government, we focus in this section on the case where no bailout loans are o¤ered to

the government. Figure 1 displays equilibrium objects as policy functions, i.e. as functions of

the two state variables, productivity a and initial debt b.11 Panel (a) shows the combinations

of states (a; b) for which the government chooses to default, i.e. for which V d > V c. Default

11To lighten the notation, we drop the time index and de�ne a = at, a0 = at+1, b = bt�1 and b0 = bt (as
well as q = qt, g = gt, � = � t, l = lt)
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is preferred when debt increases and when productivity declines, as in Arellano (2008) and

related studies. In order to ease exposition using two-dimensional �gures, we draw the fol-

lowing panels showing policy functions for two speci�c values of productivity which we refer

to as "low" (dashed line) and "high" (solid line) productivity. These two productivity levels

are also marked in panel (a). Panel (b) shows the value functions V (a; b) for high (solid) and

low (dashed) values of current productivity a. In contrast to the value function for the case of

high productivity, the value function for low productivity is kinked due to a switch from full

repayment V c to default V d, where V d does not depend on b. Panel (c) shows the equilibrium

bond price q (b0; a), where q is a function of next period debt b0. For the high-productivity

case, the government does not decide to default even when debt is high. Accordingly, the

government is able to borrow almost always at the risk-free price � even for high values of

b0. When productivity is low, by contrast, the bond price begins to decline already at lower

levels of next period�s debt. In fact, the bond price approaches zero when the government

wants to issue very high levels of debt, re�ecting high default risk. Issuing bonds at a low

price implies that the total amount of resources borrowed, i.e. the value of debt, q (a; b0) � b0

shrinks as q declines (see panel (d)). Apparently, the government will never �nd it optimal

to issue more debt than at the peak of the q (a; b0) � b0 curve.
The actual borrowing decision b0(a; b) of the government is displayed in panel (e). Next

period�s debt b0 is increasing in b and in the value of productivity. The dashed line corre-

sponding to the low-productivity case shows that the government borrows only for relatively

low levels of outstanding debt b: For higher levels of debt the government defaults (for states

where default occurs the plot of the borrowing function ends since b0 = 0). Panel (f) shows

that the interest rate (1=q) � 1 is increasing in debt due to increasing risk of default, as in
related studies. The dashed line shows that the interest rate rises sharply when the economy

approaches the default region. Panel (g) and (h) further show that the government tends to

implement a higher primary surplus by raising tax rates and reducing spending, when debt

takes higher values and for lower values of productivity. The reason is that default risk is

higher in a less favorable state of the economy, such that the costs of borrowing increase for

the government (see panel (c)). When the government decides to default, it is able to sub-

stantially lower tax rates and to increase spending as the debt burden is eliminated through

default. Finally, panel (i) shows that output tends to decrease with debt due to the increase

in primary surpluses. The kink in output (see dashed line) results from the productivity loss

under default due to h(at). Hence, the government tends to increase surpluses and to bor-

row less when the productivity state worsens, while defaults typically occurs in very adverse
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Figure 1: Default states and selected policy functions

productivity states.12

We further use stochastic model simulations to assess the welfare e¤ects of default and

myopia, which are the only reasons why �scal policy might di¤er from a optimizing policy

under commitment, given that preferences are quasi-linear (see Section 3). On the one hand,

the default option causes the price of debt falls with the debt level, such that the government�s

lack of commitment can become relevant for prices and the allocation. On the other hand,

there are direct costs induced by the default decision, since we assumed that default is

associated with real resource losses. Both properties tend to reduce welfare compared to the

case of optimal �scal policy, while welfare losses are further aggravated when the government

12The same pattern can be observed when the government is more myopic, e� = 0:84, where borrowing and
interest rate tend to be higher (see Appendix D).
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is myopic. It should however be noted that default introduces an incomplete state contingency

of debt which can potentially be exploited by the government in a welfare enhancing way.

We simulateN = 5; 000 economies for T = 1; 000 periods each. We initialize each economy

starting with zero debt and mean productivity, and consider an additional burn-in period of

500 periods, which will not be used for the calculations. We approximate welfare (1) by

computing the unconditional expectation of the sum of discounted household utility over the

1; 000 periods, where the expectations are evaluated by averaging over the 5,000 samples, i.e.

we compute W = E
P1000

i=0 �
iu (ct+i; gt+i; lt+i) and presents welfare di¤erences �W in steady

state consumption equivalents, �cst:st: = 1��
 �W . We compare welfare under the benchmark

economy with welfare in a reference economy without myopia and with prohibitively large

default costs. To facilitate a reasonable comparison, the reference case is constructed by

arti�cially keeping the value of debt constant at the mean level of debt in the benchmark

economy.13 For the latter, we get a welfare measure of W = 626:98 and for the reference

economy we get W = 627:52, leading the welfare loss of 8.6% stemming from default and

myopia.14

4.3 E¤ects of bailout loans

For the numerical analysis of bailout loans, we simulate the economy with non-prohibitive

default costs as de�ned above (see de�nition 1). The government and the private sector take

the bailout o¤er fully into account in all states of the economy. To demonstrate the impact

of the bailout o¤ers, we vary the tightness of the �scal constraint (7), which is crucial for the

welfare and consolidation e¤ects of the bailout:15 On the one hand, a tighter �scal constraint,

i.e. a higher 	 or a lower � = 1=(	 + �), makes �scal consolidation more likely, which tends

to reduce the welfare costs originating from overborrowing and lack of commitment. On the

other hand, they tend to increase welfare costs induced by higher contemporaneous surpluses,

i.e. higher distortionary taxes and/or lower government expenditures.

Figure 2 presents default states and equilibrium objects as policy functions under bailout

loans for a ratio of newly issued and initial debt � = bt=bt�1 equal to � = 0:5. Panel (a)

shows that bailout loans are accepted by the government (marked with the light green area)

only if productivity is low and debt is at the boundary between full repayment and default.

In case of the high productivity level (see solid lines), the bailout loans are not attractive

13The reason for this strategy is that the economy exhibits a near random walk behavior under prohibitively
large default cost, which cannot be analyzed with the computational methods applied in this paper.
14 It should be noted that the allocation for the reference case is already less favorable the allocation under

the optimal policy under commitment, since debt is assumed not to be adjusted over time.
15Note that the �scal constraint is binding for all cases under consideration.
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Figure 2: Default states and selected policy functions under bailout loans with � = 0:5

for the government and never accepted. Bailout loans with a tight �scal constraint that

restricts borrowing to 50% of current outstanding debt tend to be less attractive when the

government is more indebted. Even though bailout loans allow debt to be issued at favorable

price, a highly indebted government prefers to default, which allows to fully cut down the

debt burden. The panels (g) and (h) further show that accepting the bailout loan (bold part

of the lines) hardly changes the tax policy and government spending pattern compared to

lower debt levels, while the interest rate sharply drops by construction (see panel (f)).

Figure 3 shows the policy functions for a less restrictive �scal constraint, � = 0:7. The

bailout loans are again only accepted at the boundary to the default states, while they are

now realized over the entire range of public debt. Therefore, bailout states now become

relevant for both productivity levels considered in Figure 3. Overall, these �gures show that

bailout loans are accepted by the government in situations where it, otherwise, would tend
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Figure 3: Default states and selected policy functions under bailout loans with � = 0:7

to default. Thus, the government accepts bailout loans and the associated conditionality

when interest rates are high (see panels (f)) and they are already forced to reduce borrowing

due to a strong decline in debt prices. Thus, realized bailout loans do not lead to a �scal

consolidation and instead enable the government to partly over-roll debt in adverse states.16

Figure 4 presents simulation results of the economy (for three degrees of myopia, e� 2
f0:84; 0:9; 0:96g) under bailout o¤ers that di¤er with regard to the tightness of the �scal
constraint �. The simulations are conducted as described in Section 4.2. The solid lines

refer to the benchmark case, e� = 0:9. For tight �scal constraints, i.e. for low values for �,

the government is less willing to accept conditional bailout loans due to the costs induced

by high taxation and low government spending. (The case � = 0 coincides with the case

16These e¤ects are even more pronounced for � = 0:8 (see Appendix D).
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Figure 4: Sample statistics from model simulations with bailout loans

examined in the previous section, where bailout loans were not o¤ered.) Higher values of �,

which indicate a less restrictive �scal constraint, are potentially favored by the government,

which is re�ected by the bailout probability that monotonically increases with �. Given that

the bailout loan is o¤ered at a favorable price, it allows to roll-over a larger amount of debt

for higher values of �. This however implies that the mean level of public debt also increases

(monotonically) with less restrictive �scal constraints. Since increased levels of debt tend to

raise the government�s default incentives, the default probability is a non-monotonic function

of �. The default probability �rst falls and then recovers when mean debt strongly increases,

i.e. for � > 0:8. Notably, the welfare gain relative to the case without bailout o¤ers �W

monotonically increases with � for e� = 0:9.
The dotted lines in Figure 4 further show the case where the government is even more

myopic, e� = 0:84. The overall pattern is qualitatively identical to the pattern for the bench-
mark case, e� = 0:90. Intuitively, the welfare gains of bailout o¤ers are larger when the

government is more myopic, since the ine¢ ciency due to overborrowing is more pronounced.

The level of mean debt, the default probability, and the mean spread are all larger due to

higher government impatience and its increased willingness to borrow. Correspondingly, the

mean price of debt is lower than in the benchmark case. Under these circumstances, the
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bailout o¤ers are more e¤ective, mainly by raising the mean price to a larger relative amount

than for e� = 0:90.
The dashed lines in Figure 4 further show the results for a less myopic government,e� = 0:96. While the bailout probability as well as the mean price and the mean level of debt

exhibits the same over all pattern, the default probability and the relative welfare measure

behave di¤erently. For values of � that exceed 0:7, the mean price of debt falls and default

probability increases even up to values that are larger than for the case without bailout loans.

Correspondingly, welfare can fall when bailout loans are o¤ered at loose �scal constraints.

Here, access to bailout loans allows the government to raise mean debt by even more than

30%, such that the impact on the default probability is reserved. Hence, the enhanced ability

to roll-over debt under bailout o¤ers can therefore aggravate the ine¢ ciency induced by

overborrowing if �scal constraints are too loose.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we aim at assessing the rationale for conditional bailout loans that are o¤ered

to indebted government that are not committed to fully repay debt. For this, we analyze

�scal policy under discretion in a closed economy framework, where the government faces a

trade-o¤between defaulting on domestically held debt, which allows to avoid welfare-reducing

tax increases or spending cuts, and avoiding resource costs of default. The government tends

to overborrow due to myopia, which aggravates welfare losses originating from the lack of

commitment and potentially justi�es constraining sovereign borrowing. In this environment,

we examine the e¤ectiveness of conditional bailout loans, which have recently been o¤ered

by the European Stability Mechanism of the European Union.

In particular, we consider bailout loans that are o¤ered at a risk-free interest rate and

conditional upon minimum primary surpluses. We further assume that bailout loans are

not associated with superior enforcement, which implies that bailout loans are inconsistent

with individual rationality, and we assume that they are (lump-sum) �nanced by taxpayers.

Nevertheless, we �nd that welfare can be enhanced under bailout o¤ers, if the associated �scal

constraint is not too tight. Overall, bailout loans allow to over-roll debt at a favorable price,

such that the level public debt tends to increase. Hence, overborrowing is not curbed by the

conditionality of the bailout loans, such that bailout o¤ers with very loose �scal constraints

can even revert the welfare result, i.e. they can lead to welfare losses compared to the case

without bailout loans.
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A Appendix to Section 3

Proof of proposition 1. We �rst examine the problem of a government which aims

at maximizing household welfare under commitment, including full debt repayment pt =

1 8t � 0. Given that public debt is non-state contingent, there does not exist a single

implementability constraint (see Aiyagari et al., 2002). The problem of a government can

then be summarized by considering the equilibrium conditions as constraints and a set of

implementability constraints for all periods t, or equivalently as

max
lt;gt;� t;bt

E
1X
t=0

�tut s:t: (27)

0= ul;t= [uc;t (�tf(lt)� gt)] + (1� � t) �tf 0(lt) (28)

0= � t�tf
0(lt)lt � gt + �Et

uc;t+1 (�t+1f(lt+1)� gt+1)
uc;t (�tf(lt)� gt)

bt � bt�1 (29)

and the transversality condition for government bonds, where �t = �(at; 1). The �rst order

conditions for the tax rate, government spending, working time, and debt are given by

0= �t�tf
0(lt)� t�tf 0(lt)lt; 8t � 0; (30)

0=�uc;t + ug;t + �tucc;t
�
ul;t=u

2
c;t

�
� t + tucc;t�Et

uc;t+1
u2c;t

bt � t�1
ucc;t
uc;t�1

bt�1, 8t � 1;(31)

0=�uc;0 + ug;0 + �tucc;0
�
ul;0=u

2
c;0

�
� 0 + 0ucc;0�E0

uc;0+1
u2c;0

b0; (32)

0= uc;t�tf
0
t + ul;t + �t (ull;t=uc;t)� �tucc;t�tf 0t

�
ul;t=u

2
c;t

�
+ �t (1� � t) �tf 00(lt); (33)

+t� t�t
�
f 0(lt) + f

00(lt)lt
�
� tucc;t�Et�tf 0t

uc;t+1
u2c;tm

bt + t�1�tf
0
t

ucc;t
uc;t�1

bt�1, 8t � 1;

0= uc;0�0f
0
0 + ul;0 + �0 (ull;0=uc;0)� �0ucc;0�0f 00

�
ul;0=u

2
c;0

�
+ �0 (1� �0) �0f 00(l0) (34)

+0�0�0
�
f 0(l0) + f

00(l0)l0
�
� 0ucc;0�E0�0f 00

uc;0+1
u2c;0m

b0;

0= tqt � �Ett+1; 8t � 0; (35)

where �t and t denote the multiplier on (28) and (29). An equilibrium allocation for an

optimizing government acting under commitment is a thus set of sequences f�t; t; gt, lt,
� t; ct; btg1t=0 satisfying (28)-(35), �tf(lt) = ct+ gt, limt!1E(bt=Rt)

Qt
i=1 (1=Ri�1) = 0, given

b�1 > 0. The optimal policy under commitment is time inconsistent if households are risk

averse, ucc < 0, which can immediately be seen from a comparison of (31) and (32) as well

as of (33) and (34). If ucc = 0, the price for government bond equals � (see 4). Then, (29)

simpli�es to

� t�tf
0(lt)lt � gt + �bt = bt�1; (36)
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such that there is no relevant forward-looking equilibrium condition that serves as a constraint

for the government problem (see 27). Then, (31), (32), (33), and (34) reduce to the following

two conditions that apply for all periods t � 0:

t= ug;t � uc;t; (37)

�ul;t= uc;t�tf 0t + �t (ull;t=uc;t) + �t (1� � t) �tf 00(lt) + t� t�t
�
f 0(lt) + f

00(lt)lt
�
; (38)

where �t = �(at; 1), implying that the optimal policy under commitment is time consistent.

Now consider the governments problem without commitment satisfying (11). If default costs

are prohibitively high, �(at; 1)! 0, private and public consumption satisfy ct ! 0 and gt ! 0

under the default choice �t = 0, implying u (ct; gt; lt)! �1 by (24) and V d(bt�1; at)! �1
by 19), such that the default set is empty, �(bt�1) = ?. The choice of a government that

lacks commitment is then characterized by (21)-(23) and (??). When the government is

non-myopic e� = � and households are risk-neutral, ucc;t = 0, these conditions reduce to (28),

(30), (36), (37), (38) and

ug;t � uc;t =
X

at+12�
(ug;t+1 � uc;t+1)�(at+1jat) (39)

which are identical to the conditions describing �scal policy under commitment for ucc;t = 0

(see above). This establishes the claims made in the proposition.

B Appendix to Section 4

Under risk-neutrality, ucc = 0, the government�s optimality conditions for the tax rate, ex-

penditures and working time under full repayment (21)-(23) are identical to the conditions

under default, which are given by

0= �t�tf
0(lt)� t�tf 0(lt)lt (40)

0= ug;t � uc;t � t + ucc;t�t
�
ul;t=u

2
c;t

�
(41)

0= uc;t�tf
0
t + ul;t + �t (ull;t=uc;t) + �t (1� � t) �tf 00(lt) + t� t�t

�
f 0(lt) + f

00(lt)lt
�
(42)

�ucc;t�t�tf 0t
�
ul;t=u

2
c;t

�
where �t = �(at; 0) and �t and t denote the multipliers for (28) and � t�tf

0(lt)lt = gt.

Further using �ul;t= [uc;t (�tf(lt)� gt)] = (1� � t) �tf 0(lt) and (21) to eliminate working time
and the multiplier t and �t, shows that its optimal instrument choice is characterized by

uc;t

�
ull;tlt
ul;t

(1� � t)�
f 00(lt)lt
f 0(lt)

�
= ug;t

�
ull;tlt
ul;t

(1� � t)�
f 00(lt)lt
f 0(lt)

� � t
�

(43)
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Under full repayment, the government�s choice is further constrained by � t�tf 0(lt)lt � gt +

�Et
[(1��t+1)uc;t+1(�t+1f(lt+1)�gt+1)]

uc;t(�tf(lt)�gt) bt = bt�1, which reduces to � t�tf 0(lt)lt � gt + qtbt = bt�1.

Hence, we can summarize the equilibrium under lack of commitment in terms of working

time, government spending, the tax rate, the bond price qt, consumption, and end-of-period

debt as time invariant functions of the state variables at and bt�1, l(bt�1; at), g(bt�1; at),

�(bt�1; at), q(bt�1; at), c(bt�1; at), and b(bt�1; at), satisfying (13),

q(bt�1; at) = �

241� X
at+12�(b(bt�1;at))

�(at+1jat)

35 ;
(15), (17), (43), and a choice for bt that satis�es (18) if at 2 �(bt�1), bt = �tbt�1 if at 2
z(bt�1), or bt = 0 if at 2 �(bt�1), given fatg1t=0. For the functional forms for the utility
function u (ct; gt; lt) and the deterministic part of the production function f(lt) introduced in

(24) and (26), condition (43) can the be simpli�ed to

g (at; bt�1)
��

 
=

1� �+ � (1� � (at; bt�1))
1� �+ � (1� � (at; bt�1))� � (at; bt�1)

(44)

while (13), (15), and (17) are given by

l(at; bt�1) = [(� =#) (1� � (at; bt�1)) �t]1=(�+1��) ; (45)

g (at; bt�1) = � tat�l (at; bt�1)
� + pt[q (b (at; bt�1) ; at) b (at; bt�1)� bt�1]; (46)

c (at; bt�1) =�tl
�
t (at; bt�1)� gt (at; bt�1) ; (47)

where � (at; pt) satis�es (25).

C Computation

The model is solved using discrete state space value function iteration. The productivity

process is discretized using Tauchen�s (1986) algorithm, using an equi-spaced grid with 151

points and a width of �3 standard deviations. For the asset space we use 251 equi-spaced grid
points. To speed up the numerical solution we apply a multigrid algorithm, see Chow and

Tsitsiklis (1991). The algorithm �rst solves the dynamic programming problem for a coarse

grid and then increases the number of grid points until the grid is �ne enough. Between

the steps of iteration, the solution for the coarser grid is used to generate the initial guess

for the value function and the bond price schedule on the new grid by multi-dimensional

interpolation.
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Algorithm To simplify the notation, we denote x = xt and x0 = xt+1 where x 2 f� t; gt; at; qt; ltg
and b = bt�1 and b0 = bt+1. We further rewrite the utility function by substituting out con-

sumption and labor by (45) and (47)

u (� ; g; a) =

8<:  
�
f(�a� (1� �)�)� g

�
+ g1���1

1�� � [#=(1 + �)]
�
�a� (1� �)�

�1+�
if pt = 1

 
�
f(�h(a)� (1� �)�)� g

�
+ g1���1

1�� � [#=(1 + �)]
�
�h(a)� (1� �)�

�1+�
if pt = 0

,

(48)

where � = (� =#)� > 0 and � = 1
�+1�� 2 (0; 1).

Initialize a set of states for a and b, where a is associated with a transition matrix with

the probabilities �(a0ja) approximating an AR1 process. Consider initial guesses for V d
0 , V

c
0 ,

and V b
0 , and that the value Vi(a; b) is now de�ned for i � 0 as

Vi(b; a) = maxfV c
i (b; a);maxfV c(b; a);max

n
V d(b; a); V b(b; a)jV c(b; a) < V d(b; a)

o
g;

and an initial guess for the bond price schedule q0 = 1=R0 = �.

1. Consider the no default case: Use q0; (44) and (46) to compute the optimal values � c

and gc for all combinations of a, b and b0 : � c (a; b; b0) and gc (a; b; b0).

(a) Rewrite current period utility (24) as a function of � c (a; b; b0) and gc (a; b; b0) :

uc
�
� c
�
a; b; b0

�
; gc

�
a; b; b0

�
; a
�
= 

�
f(�a�

�
1� � c

�
a; b; b0

���
)� gc

�
a; b; b0

��
+
gc (a; b; b0)1�� � 1

1� � � [#=(1 + �)]
�
�a�

�
1� � c

�
a; b; b0

����1+�
:

(b) Insert V c
0 and V

d
0 in the RHS of (18), and �nd an b

0 for all combinations of a and

b that satis�es

max
b0

8<:uc �� c �a; b; b0� ; gc �a; b; b0� ; a�+ e�X
at+1

V0(b
0; a0)�(a0jat)

9=; ;

which delivers the policy function b0(a; b). The associated maximum value is

V c
1 (b; a).

2. Consider the default case: Use (44) and (46) to compute the optimal values �d and gd

for all a0s and b0s : �d (a; b) and gd (a; b).
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(a) Rewrite current period utility (48) as a function of �d (a; b) and gd (a; b) :

ud
�
�d (a; b) ; gd (a; b) ; a

�
= 

�
f(�h(a)�

�
1� �d (a; b)

��
)� gd (a; b)

�
+
gd (a; b)1�� � 1

1� � � [#=(1 + �)]
�
�h(a)�

�
1� �d (a; b)

���1+�
:

(b) Insert V c
0 and V

d
0 in the RHS of (19), which gives

V d
1 (a; b) = u

d
�
�d (a; b) ; gd (a; b) ; a

�
+e�X

at+1

h
�V0(b

0 = 0; a0) + (1� �)V d
0 (a

0; b0 = 0)
i
�(a0ja):

3. Consider the bailout-case: Use q0 = �, (44) and (46) to compute the optimal values � b

and gb for all a0s and b0s : � b (a; b) and gb (a; b).

(a) Rewrite current period utility (48) as a function of � b (a) and gb (a) :

ub
�
� b (a; b) ; gb (a; b) ; a

�
= 

�
f(�a�

�
1� � b (a; b)

��
)� gb (a; b)

�
+
gb (a; b)1�� � 1

1� � � [#=(1 + �)]
�
�a�

�
1� � b (a; b)

���1+�
:

(b) Insert V c
0 and V

d
0 in the RHS of (20), which gives

V b
1 (a; b) = ub

�
� b (a; b) ; gb (a; b) ; a

�
+ e�X

at+1

V0(b
0; a0)�(a0ja);

where we used that b0 = b= (	 + �) when the government opts for bailout.

4. For each pair a and b, set d(b; a) = 1 if V c
1 (b; a) > V d

1 (a; b) or if V
b
1 (a; b) > V d

1 (b; a)jV d
1 (a; b) >

V c
1 (b; a) and d(b; a) = 0 if V

d
1 (a; b) > max

�
V c
1 (b; a); V

b
1 (a; b)

	
. Then, collect

�(b) = fa 2 � : d(b; a) = 1g and �d(b) = fa 2 � : d(b; a) = 0g ;

and compute

Et
�
1� �0

�
=

X
a02�(b0)

�(a0ja);

as well as q1 (b0; a) = �E
�
1� �0

�
. Further collect

z(b) =
n
a 2 � : V b

1 (a; b) > V d
1 (b; a)jV d

1 (a; b) > V c
1 (b; a)

o
:

5. Save q1 (b0; a) and V c
1 (b; a), V

d
1 (b; a) and V

b
1 (a; b) and repeat steps 1-4 until these objects

converge.
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